
Matters of interest given by a speaker on cybercrime  

 

A well-known speaker on cybercrime, gave us some useful information with 
regard to cybercrime in his talk to our local U3A members. 

I am sure you are aware of some of these, but I thought it would be a useful 
reminder for everyone and help us all stay safe by sharing this information. 

Our speaker works closely with the fraud squads and Essex police force. 

 

1. Since the beginning of our first lockdown, criminals have increased their 
activities to one of the highest rates seen previously. They have cashed 
in on our vulnerability. 

2. Most cases are from abroad, and often out of the jurisdiction of our 
police forces. The plan is therefore to educate as many people as 
possible about the threats. 

3. Free Wi-Fi 

We have probably all relied upon this when out and about and away 
from home. Many free systems are ok—i.e. The NHS hospitals, Airports  

However, there are many out there that are logging onto your phone or 
laptop whilst away from home---they could be in a parked vehicle, café, 
or public space and you will not know they are there. Once they have 
logged on, they are clever enough to gain access to your accounts or 
anything stored on your phone. 

The advice is, when out and about turn off the Wi-Fi on your mobile or 
laptop unless in a safe place. 

4. E mail attachments and texts 

If a text asks you to click on 1 or another web site for more info ---do not 
do this and delete the text. If you do so they have instant access to the 
details on your phone. If an e mail asks you to click on anything for more 
information do not do it. 

5. These fraudsters tend to play on one’s curiosity/fears and even 
excitement.  For instance----- 



“you have won a prize—click for more info” 

“your bank account has had a large withdrawal click on the following for 
more information as soon as possible” 

“are you interested in receiving sum of money that is owed to you—click 
on the following” Don’t click on any link. 

6. Whatsapp 

Avoid any strange WhatsApp messages if there is an unknown sender or      
even if out of character of the person you know and on your list---ring 
them and check it is them. 

7. Be very wary of any e mails from a company when they address you as 
Dear Customer or Client or have used poor English this is likely to be a 
scam---often its only a single word is not quite right. 

8. Check the web site or e mail address carefully----it might say it’s from 
Amazon, BT, Virgin, etc ----hover over the link and you are likely to see 
the name Amazon, BT etc but the web site has additional letters or 
numbers. Often only one digit. 

9. If you are asked to take part in a survey by a firm you have dealt with, do 
not until you have checked by clicking on the name and you will see the 
proper web site. Often a single digit or letter is not correct 

10. If paying someone online through a money transfer system or credit    
card always make sure there is a padlock sign ---if not do not do it. Ring the 
Company and check its genuine first 

11. Phone calls are frequent ---often number withheld but also a false 
number comes up—it is so you can’t trace them. Advice is if you do not 
know the number do not answer. Popular ones are Amazon, BT or your 
Bank, recently more coming in from Royal Mail about parcels waiting to be 
delivered. If you are caught by one of these calls and they ask you to open 
your laptop DON’T 

12. There are many scam sites on google----we probably all use this site for 
information-----be careful hover over the name or web site and you can 
often see it’s not what it should be. 

13. If you receive a call to ring your bank because of a suspect transaction--- 



Always use the number on the back of your bank card----BUT do not use the 
same phone---criminals keep the line open and intercept the call easily 

14.If when you pay with your card at a shop as we all do—and you find the 
machine is not working---the assistant then hands you another machine 
DON’T USE IT-----HOW EVER DESPERATE YOU ARE FOR THE GOODS YOU 
ARE BUYING. They will clone your card details. This is becoming more 
common unfortunately 

15. We probably all use cash machines-----when you are in front of the 
machine check for signs of a change to the layout----glue around a fixing--- 
particularly over the part you put your card in. This is becoming a more 
common scam----the criminals replace an identical part with a system that 
records your card details---run your hand around all parts. Banks are now 
checking their cash points daily. 

16.If you are on Facebook limit to friends and family----this is a popular site 
for fraud. 

17. We all must write our passwords down somewhere----usually in a book-
---do not leave this book in the same room as your laptop etc. Burglars are 
now stealing the laptop----and the searching for the book of passwords. 
Keep it somewhere safe somewhere unusual? 

18.Passwords are extremely easy for these criminals to work out if you do 
not use safe ones. They can work them out in less than an hour if a simple 
one. Rule number 1 is use lower case letters + capital ones Rule 2 Always 
use your capital letter in amongst the word----not at the beginning as most 
people do. Rule 3 use 2 symbols but not commonly used ones---i.e., / or # 
or? Criminals can decipher your password in less than 3 hours if it is simple. 
People always seem to make the first letter the capita use one in amongst 
the word-----do not use a commonly used symbol.   

19. Change your e mail password straight away to one as above------this is 
the most common way criminals access your data---including your bank 
details---- 

20. Many criminals are now switching on your laptop camera—without you 
realising ----watch for the light coming on--- turn off your computer straight 
away—leave for some time and then re check. 

 



I hope this has all helped and not scared you too much----worth it to be 
aware and then stay safe. If you have any doubts----DONT 

 


